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LARGE

TWO RECORDS BROKEN IN GIRLS’
ANNUAL SWIMMING T0URNAMFNT

Alumni Prominent in
State Legislature

Non-Sorority Women
Enter Act for Vodvil

William Jameson, Alumni President,
Author of New Tax Bill.

Work of Art Students Con
sidered Better Than
Ever.
Of interest to faculty members,
the student body, and townspeople
as well, should be the student Art
display which is now being shown
In the study rooms of the Univer
sity Art department In Main hall.
This display is the largest and
best collection of student a rt work
ever to be placed on exhibition.
With a growing enthusiasm and a
constant enlarging in this field of
interest, which has clearly mani
fested itself in the unusual quality
of the work produced, much should
be found for the Interest of the vis
itor who cares to see th at which
departs from the ordinary.
Elementary Classes.
In the elementary drawing class,
12a, all Interest was devoted to
work In three stages: mammal life,
head portraiture, brush and water
colors. One of the features of this
exhibit is the memory drawings of
familiar street scenes of the stu
dents' home towns. The most beau
tiful scenic spot as remembered by
the student was also drawn from
memory.
In the class of elementary design,
13a, stress was placed on the qual
ity of area division and of line
movement as well as on 200 designs
chosen from several hundred of the
best works of the types showing the
repetition of the unit repeated as
a stencil to make borders, decor
ative units, and allover patterns.
This Is the Riedell theory of pat
tern repetition and It is possible,
from this theory, to make from one
unit, 100 borders and 500 allover
patterns.
Self Portraiture.
In the work of the a rt 23 class
may be seen numerous drawings of
students which represent self por
traiture. These pictures were made
by the students of themselves as
they looked into the mirror. This
collection represents quite a study
in caricature. Various other oil
color pictures of students are rep
resented in this grpup as well as
‘several hundred decorative figures
In black and white showing figure
construction, etc.
The history of arts class has a
representation of drawings In the
mode. Egyptians, Assyrians, plans
of civic betterment, etc., are all
numbered in this display. A scat
tering of teacher’s a rt work com
posed of rug weavings, drawings of
mammalian life, etc., may also be
seen In this, the largest student ex
hibit ever to be placed on show.

William Jameson, president
of the University Alumni asso
ciation, is one of the authors
of a new bill introduced in the
house of the state legislature.
Jameson heads the tax commit
tee, which wrote the bill. It
provides for a state property
classification law which will
place state taxation on a 100
per cent valuation. Co-authors
of the bill are Representatives
Jones of Phillips, M erritt of
Musselshell, Dellwo of Lake
and Nagle of Lewis and Clark.
Nagle is also a graduate of the
State University, and a floor
leader of the minority in the
house.
The urgency and magnitude
of the financial problem facing
the state Is the cause for bring
ing this plan before the legis
lators so early in the session,
the committee explained.
If passed the 100 per cent
classification would go into ef
fect afte r January 1, 1931. For
taxes other than state, prop
erty shall be classified into
seven groups, the bill proposes,
on which are to be 100 per cent,
30 per cent, 30 per cent, 33 1-3
per cent, 7 per cent and two
classes a t 40 per cent.
The bill was introduced the
morning of the day on which
Chancellor Melvin A. Brannon
spoke to both the house and the
senate concerning the needs of
the units of higher education in
the state.
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Women From North, Corbin Halls
Will Compete in Tryouts.

Alumni Association Wants
To Help Build U p .
The School.

Two records were smashed last by 3 seconds, her time being 19.1
enlng a t the girls annual swim seconds.
The side stroke for form was won
ming tourney by Eveline Blumenby B e tty . Daniels, who also won
(1ml, swimming for the sophomore
this event last year. Esther Ed
am. The junior-senior team, how wards won the side-overarm event.
’er,' succeeded In winning the Freshmen made a good showing in
tournament.
the plunge, Ida Frederlckson win
In the 20-yard back crawl Evel ning this event with a distance of
ine Blumentha! made a record of forty-five and a half feet. The
14.5 seconds, breaking the existing Montana record for this event is 50
Montana record of 16 seconds. She feet, 10 inches, made last year by
also broke the Montana record for Jane Gatlon.
he 20-yard crawl, cutting 3 sec
The 40-yard breast stroke was
onds from the record by making the won by Martha McKenzie.
distance in 13 seconds. In the 40The outstanding performance
ard dash Miss Blumenthal won was made by Eveline Blumenthal,
rith a time of 29.8 seconds. The who won all the events she partici
underw ater swimming event was pated in, and who broke two rec
on by her over M artha McKenzie ords previously held by Montanans.

Interesting and im partial state
ments characterized a talk made by
Representative George R. Shepard
of Missoula, a member of the state
legislature and n graduate of the i
State University, before the Helena
Rotary club Wednesday concerning
the University Alumni association.
The “common” impression that
the alumni are fanatics trying to,
build up a big institution and spend
,tbe taxpayers’ money is absolutely
untrue, Mr. Shepard said. “It is
but natural,” he said, “that we are
loyal to our alma mater.”
Mr. Shepard told of the growth
of the University since 33 years ago
when 40 acres were set aside by the
people of Montana. Since the en Grover Now Right Paw; Duncan Is 200 Couples Are Expected to Attend
rollment is now 1500 students the
Elected to Left Paw.
Interfraternity, Tonight
tract is rather small.

Hendon, Bear Paw

Committee Announces

Head; Succeeds Ryan Ball Is to Be at Elite

72 Women, 66 Men Gather
Sufficient Number of
Grade Points.
Statistics Just prepared from the
honor roll for the fall quarter re1 th at about nine percent of the
total student body, and about six
percent of the freshman class, made
the required 33 grade points, lower
limit of the roll. Forty-five upperlassmen made the honor roll, and
21 freshman class men made It.
Sixty-one upperdass women made
the roll, and 11 freshmen women
made i t
Those heading the honor roll
arried an unusually heavy course,
from 19 to 21 hours. The only per
son to make a straight A record
Mrs. Ruby Jam es Brennan, of
Missoula, who carried 12 hours and
made 36 grade points. Robert H.
Boden, Missoula, and M argaret Y.
McGlumphy, Sumatra, tied for first
place In the freshman class, each
one making 47 grade points from
16 hour courses. This gives each
n index of 2.93 grade points per
hour, making them second on aver
age grade points, while they tied
r ninth place on the honor roll.

Because of a confusion in
Alumni Challenge.
Robert Hendon of Lewfstown
In 1923 the alumni formed the
dates, it is announced by John
was elected to the office of
Rankin, chairman of the com
Alumni Challenge Athletic Field
chief grizzly to succeed Jerry
corporation, built u stadium which
Ryan, a t a meeting of Bear
m ittee in charge, that the Inhouses 7,000 people, constructed six
terf ra t entity Ball will be held
Paws Wednesday evening. Hen
rate tennis courts, purchased
don previously held the posi
tonight a t the Elite instead of
land for a golf course, and provided
tion of right paw. As Ryan
the W inter Garden, as it was
property now used for a state nursdid not return to school this
announced in Tuesday’s KaiThere were 37 students dropped
min.
The corporation has assets of
quarter, Hendon was advanced
a t the end of the fall quarter by
$50,000 and liabilities of $20,000.
to the head of the organization.
Judging from the lists turned
the dean’s conference. This in
Alumni are always ready to corBud Grover, former left paw,
in from fraternity houses on
cludes 27 men and 10 women.
ct false or slanderous statements
the campus, there wiU be a
succeeded Hendon a t right paw.
-ncerning the University, as they
Phil Duncan was elected to fill
capacity crowd a t the dance,
naturally resent such statements, be
Grover’s former position.
Rankin says. There should be
said. "We believe most of these
approximately 200 couples ih
mplimentary stories are either
attendance.
falsehoods or gross exaggera
Chaperones for the dance are
tions.”
President and Mrs. C. H. Clapp,
Some’trouble can naturally be ex
Dean and Mrs. R. H. Jesse,
pected in a group of 1500 students
Dean and Mrs. J . E. Miller and
Also Will Speak Before Clergymen’s
coming from all walks of life, Mr.
Dean H arriet Rankin Sedman.
Association on Butte Visit.
Shepard stated.
Freshmen Doing Well, but Still Need
Sheridan’s orchestra
will
8 concluded: “At the UniverHard Training.
furnish music for the dance.
President Charles H. Clapp will
it is Impossible to discrimin Candidates for Team to Try Out
Monday, February 18.
go to B utte next Monday for a twoate—we must take the bad with the
Captain Caulkins will start cut good. B ut don't condemn the entire
day stay there, an announcement
Montana
women’s
varsity
debate
ting the rifle squad today in order student body for the acts of Indireceived from his office yesterday
team will uphold the affirm ative of
(that more individual attention can iduals.”
itates.
be given to the men that are re
the question, resolved th at the Kel
The principal object of President
tained.
logg anti-war pact should be adopt
Clapp’s visit will be a lecture to the
The Arizona team will visit
Many men can be developed into
tudent body of the State School of
Missoula about the first of March
good shots if they have more per
Mines on the subject of geology.
for this debate.
sonal instruction and a t present
Three Schools Cannot Be Met, Dr. Clapp was formerly president
the officers in charge of the shoot
of the School of Mines.
Owing to Limited Time.
Candidates for the women’s team
ing: can not give this instruction due
will meet for tryout and the selec
While in B utte President Clapp
to the size of the squad. The first
tion of the team for the Arizona de
Among the Pacific coast debate will also meet with the ministerial
cut will be made to eliminate the Scribes Will Meet Pharmacists in bate February 18. Those interested teams signed up recently to meet association of that city. He will
dead wood th at is on the squad,
Basketball Tourney Opener.
in trying out for the team may pre Montana on the California debate outline to the members facts con
Only those not turning out regu
pare either the affirm ative or neg tour are: Gonzaga a t Spokane, cerning the School of Religion, con
larly nor showing any interest in
H arry, Adams, director of intra ative side of the above question.
University of Oregon a t Eugene ducted here by William L. Young.
the work will be removed.
mural sports, has announced two
Oregon State college a t Corvallis He will give a survey of the courses,
“The freshmen are shooting well more events on his program for this
Reed college a t Portland; Unlver tell something of the work accomp
but have a lot of strenuous work quarter. These are the inter-college
sity of B ritish Columbia a t Van lished, as well as plans for the fu
ahead of them if they are to be able basketball tournam ent and the free
courer; Whitman college a t Walla ture.
to compete with the other coast throw contest.
W alla; Albany a t P ortland; Stan
The inter-college tournament will
schools,” stated Captain Caulkins.
ford university a t Palo Alto; S t
The freshmen with the highest start next week with a game be
Ignatius a t San Francisco; and the
scores for this week are L. Daily. tween the Journalists and the
College of the Pacific a t Sacra
C. N. Gale, P. C. Meloy, G. Nelson Pharmacy school a t 7:30 Tuesday Apparatus Would Illum inate House mento.
F. Noyd, and H. Ruth. Among the evening. The same evening, the
From Tiny Battery
Three teams in the vicinity of
upper-classmen, Frank Ailing and Foresters will play the college of
Paris.— (United P ress)—-Tourists
Los Angeles have extended invlta
Tom Wheatley are doing the best Arts and Sciences. Adams has
St. Helens, Lancashire— (United
who have returned with stories of
Miss Gertrude Buckhous Receives
scheduled other games for next Press)—An electrical machine has tions for 'debates with the Grizzly
workJ;
Copy of “It Isn’t Done.”
how red was ’the Red Sea and what
team.
However,
according
to
Hugh
week on Wednesday and Thursday been constructed here which its in
a lovely coal color was the Black
nights, February 6 and 7. In Wed entor claims will enable a whole Lindsey, debate coach, i t is not
Sen should listen to philologists and
Miss Gertrude Buckhous received
nesday night’s games, the Scribes house or office to be lighted from a likely th at the team will be able
historians who have just discovered
an autographed copy yesterday of a
to
accept
the
offers
because
the
will take on the team from the tiny battery and six lamps to be
that the seas in question are neither
short one-act play by Carl Glick.
trip is limited to two weeks.
school of Business Administration burned a t the cost of one.
red nor black.
The play, “It Isn’t Done” is a bril
while the students from the Pharm
William
Harrison,
a
retired
clerk,
liantly satiric piece concerning a
It appears that the word for ma
acy school will meet the Lawyers
undreamed-of cheap power .
Jefferson City, Mo. — ( United in the second game. The bookkeep laims that his new invention turns
poet, a policeman, and a business
It is understood th at when H ar jor in Turkish Is the same word
man in any American small town a t P ress)—At a recent state bar ex era will play the Arts and Science low-tension battery power into high- rison applied to the P atent Office as black, according to Dr. Jean
amination, only 76 out of 151 candi team Thursday and the Lawyers tension current on a large scale.
midnight.
he was refused a patent until he Brunhes, member of the Institute.
“I have discovered,” he declares,
All rights of production are re dates passed and were admitted tc will battle the Foresters the s
offered to give a working demon And th at minor and red are also
'something entirely new in the elec
served and application must be practice law in the state.
stration. Then he obtained a pro the same word. Furthermore, the
night. The first game each night
trical world and which operates
niups that Marco Polo used were all
made to Samuel French, publishers,
Among the 76 successful candi will s ta rt a t 7:30 and Harry Ad
visional patent, he says.
contrary to all accepted notions in
marked Major Sea and Minor in
by those desiring to produce the dates was Homer Talbot, secretary ams will referee.
Harrison’s workroom contains a stead of Black Sea and Red Sea.
regard to the idea of amplifying
play.
of the Jefferson City Chamber of
Any one not on the Varsity bask
long series of 209-volt lamps which Of course there is a certain specie
Glick, who was formerly director Commerce, who took the examina etball squad nor a basketball let jlectrical power.”
The machine, it is claimed, has visitors have noticed burning for of brilliant red fish which are net
6f dramatics a t the University, is tion because he thought it would terman is eligible to enter the free
been amplifying power in this way the last several months. The lights ted daily In the Red Sea and like
now located a t San Antonio. Texas. aid him in his work.
throw contest. All who expect t<
are stated to have been run either wise there is in the water of the
for the past six months.
compete In the contest should see
Harrison is understood to have from a small low-tension battery Black Sea a carboniferous deposit
Harry Adams a t once and entei
been working on his invention for or, alternately, from an ordinary which makes It look a little black.
their names. The competition will
the past 16 years. When he be light socket with the new machine
The Turks who gave these seas
start; In the near future so it is
lieved th at he had found the secret Interposed. The light socket has their names were to a large degree
essential to enter a t once.
onverting stutic power into cur not drawn more than the normal subject to Mongolian or Chinese
rent he approached an influential amount of current.
influence. The old Chinese used to
citizen of St. Helens who examined
Summer session scholarships for awarded includes the holder’s
The machine itself is enclosed In consider black as symbolic of
the instrum ent and professed him a small box and remains a complete North and red symbolic of South.
the Gresham School of Economics of round trip fare from New York o r 1
self convinced.
Except for the fish and the afore
London are being offered to Ameri Montreal to any part of Canada or
secret.
Revolutionize Industry.
said deposits, the tourists are not
can college students for the 1929 the United States and one month’s
It is said that numerous firms of
Women Journalists Will Be Guests
Harrison believes th at his inven
left with n leg to stand on.
session, according to a letter re residence there with all expenses
Of Honorary Fraternity.
tion will revolutionize industry high standing, patent agencies, fin
ceived from J. A. Berger, D. Sc., F. paid. This aw ard is to be made to
anciai
agencies
and
development
C. A., director of the institution.
the student who completes one of
Women in the School of Journal through the provision of hitherto concerns have sought to take up
The first scholarship offered en the two week courses and submits ism will be entertained a t Tin
NOTICE.
SUGHRUE IS HOSTESS
share In the commercial develop
titles the holder to his return jour a thesis awarded the highest grades Shack Saturday by members o:
Mrs. Winifred Wilson-Quinlan,
AT SPANISH TABLES ment of the invention.
ney from New York, or Montreal to by the board of examiners.
Theta Sigma Phi, women’s national
soprano, will appear in a recital
Europe, and three months residence
Applications of students intend honorary fraternity.
a t Main hall auditorium Thurs
Cecil© Virginia Sughrue hus been
Freshmen a t Antioch college voted
in any European country selected ing to enroll for the summer session
Liz Maury, in charge of t
day, February 7, a t 8:15 o’clock.
acting as hostess a t the Spanish
overwhelmingly in favor of hazing
by him, with all expenses paid. The are receivable from February 1, party, says th at the entertainmc
This recital Is under the man
Tables this week, owing to the ill
on the p art of the sophomores.
award is made to the student who and in no case- later than June 1. will s ta rt a t 2 :30 and will be over ness of Elsie Eminger.
agement of Sigma Rho. local
completes the full five weeks course In view of the fact th at the number by 4:30. This entertainment
Miss Eminger has been confined
chapter of Sigma Alpha Iota, na
and submits a thesis awarded the of students will be limited, early become an annual affair,
Last to her home with a cold, and has no
tional music fraternity. The ad
Mustaches may be worn only by
highest marks by the examiners.
application is desirable, according year the guests were entertained
mission charge will be 50 cents.
voice with which to carry on her the upperclassmen a t Brigham
The second scholarship to be to Mr. Berger’s letter.
a tea.
"Espanol”,
Young University In Utah.

H. CLAPP TO ADDRESS

CUT. GAULKINS SAYS

DEBATE TEAM TO MAKE
TOUR OF PACIFIC COAST

TO STURT NEXT WEEK

A noii-sorority women’s act,
which lias entered a synopsis
for Varsity Vodvil, will be con
ducted by women from North
and Corbin hails, according to
Douglas Bums, manager of
Vodvil for this year. He also
announced a list of act man
agers.
The sororities entered and
their managers are as follows:
Alpha Chi Omega, Vivian Lew
is; Kappa Kappa Gamma,
Mary Cardell; Sigma Kappa,
Frances Elge; Kappa Alpha
Theta, Louise Lubrecht; Delta
Gamma, Helen Maddock; Kap
pa Delta, Dorothy Douglass;
Delta Delta Delta, Helen Wins
ton; Alpha Phi, Mary Emily
E lliott; Alpha Xi Delta, Mil
dred Daniels.
The non-sorority women’s act
is managed by Billy Burke
Kiiroy.
The fraternities entered and
their managers are: Alpha Tau
Omega, Harold Fitzgerald; Sig
ma Chi, Deles Thomson; Phi
Sigma Kappa, Alton Bloom;
Sigma Phi Epsilon, John Alley;
Sigma Alpha Epsilon, Ted DeBord; Phi D elta Theta, Allan
Burke; Delta Sigma Lambda,
Tom Wheatley; Kappa Sigma,
Edward Nash.

Masquers Give Drama byBruno Frank, Modern
German Dramatist.
“Twelve Thousand,’ a play by
Bruno Frank, which depicts Eng
land’s purchase of mercenaries to
be used In the w ar against America,
will be produced by the Masquers
February 21, 22 and 23.
The action takes place a t the
court of a petty German prince,
where the ambassador from England
is bargaining with the m inister of
the prince for twelve thousand men.
As soon as the sale Is concluded the
borders of the territory are guarded
to prevent the escape of the con
scripts and to keep the King of
Prussia from hearing of the matter.
He is the most powerful man in
Germany and is an enemy of Eng
land. He would refuse to allow the
troops to pags through his territory
on their way to embark for
America.
Terms of Agreement
P id e rit the prince’s private sec
retary, copies the terms of the
agreement between the ambassador
and the minister. He is a man of
the people who has risen to the of
fice of the secretary and is not liable
for m ilitary service. B ut he has
two brothers who are to be included
in the d ra ft

A fete and review of the soldiers
have been planned in honor of the
Sophomore Class in Reporting In  mistress of the Prince, the Baroness
spects Presses.
of Spargenburg. In honor of the
occasion, she wishes to secure the
In order better to understand the services of a famous hairdresser
process of making a newspaper, stu from Berlin. She asks P id e rit the
dents in the sophomore classes of secretary, to write to Berlin and
journalism are taking trips to local hire the man. To insure haste she
publishing houses. In groups of gives P iderit her private seal as a
eight or ten, the students go to the passport through the guarded
printing establishments a t night to boundaries.
watch the linotyping and the first
Meanwhile rebellion is brewing
editions being run off the presses. against the d ra ft The people do
The students are familiarizing not wish to leave their homes.
themselves with the composing Stories have been circulated of the
room, and all of the processes coin Prince’s treasury robbing former
ddent with the getting oat of s mercenaries of their salaries, and
paper.
of bad conditions aboard the trans
The class known as Advanced ports. The situation grows more
Editing and Reporting meets twice and more tense as the review ap
u week to study headline writing, proaches.
copy reading, proof reading, and
Leading Character.
makeup, and three times a week to
The leading character is Piderit.
study reporting of lectures, convo
the secretary. He has a wonderful
cations, speeches, sports and other
events. The class Is now reporting scene with the Baroness. She wishes
court proceedings a t the practice to order for herself laces, jewels
coart a t the Law School Each stu and silks, but he is afraid that they
will cost too much. P iderit tells
dent studies the makeup of a na
her th at it is easy for the Prince
tional or state paper daily.
to obtain money and shows her
how. “Tap, Tap, Tap, three rows,
five soldiers in each row ; th at is
a splendid gown for yon. my la d y !
Tap, Tap, Tap, ten rows, five sol
diers each; there is a b it of jew 
elry, set with diamonds, for a most
Class in Reporting Visits Law beautiful forehead! Tap, Tap, Tap.
School
forty rows of fives—there is a lit
tle castle with a park and statues
Members of the journalism class and little ponds. I t is quite excit
in advance reporting aud editing at- ing and very marvelous to see how
the delicate sensitive plant of your
-nded practice court at the Law
life grows out of such base earth."
School Tuesday evening. The case
The play is w ritten with the sim
pleaded was a civil case regarding plicity th at m arks good drama.
a promissory note.

Red Sea Misnamed,
Journalists Attend
Philologists Decide
Practice Court

Carl Click Writes
Another One-Ad

H alf of Candidates
Pass Missouri Exam

ENGLISH SCHOOL OFFERS
SUMMER SCHOLARSHIPS

Theta Sigma Phi to
Entertain at Party

William Cowan was attorney for
the plaintiff, W alter Danielson for
the defendant. The jury, composed
of members of the journalism class,
returned a verdict In favor of the
defendant

“College Banter,’ humor publica
tion which was banned from the
campus of the Colgate University
last year because of undesirable
material, will reappear soon.

SPANISH CLUB PLANS
INTERESTING MEETING
Spanish Club will meet Tuesday
evening at the Kappa Delta house.
A very interesting program has
been prepared, featuring a Spanish
game called “Fiesta".
This game, which was originated
by Virginia Sughrue, is a modifica
tion of a Spanish gambling game,
played a t quartet tables. Scores
are kept and partners progress
much the same as In bridge. But
this game is played with die (which
is the plural of dice)—not ordinary
die, but Spanish die, on each face
of which is one of the letters .of
the Spanish word “Fiesta”. To
play this game well it is necessary
to know your Spanish—but far
more necessary to know your “Eng
lish” when throwing the dice.
Paul Bischoff, Instructor in For

eign Languages, will talk on “Wom
en I Have Known”; and there will
be a short play, “Pocas P alabras”,
presented. This play was written
and directed by Miss Sughrue.
Rhea Traver will take the part of
“La Senorita” and “El Senor” will
be played by Franklin Lamb.
There will also be a solo dance
by Ingomar Olson, and Spanish
songs will be featured.
Rebecca Grierson, Dorothy Kiel.v
and Elizabeth Hovee are In charge
of refreshments.
The elub held a short business?
meeting last Tuesday, a t the Alpha
Xi Delta house, and all the old of
ficers were re-elected by motion
with the exception of the office of
was elected to th at office,
vice-president
Geradline Everly

The Montana Kaimin
Published semi-weekly by the Associated
Students of the University of Montana
Sintered as second-class m atter a t Missoula,
Montana, under act of Congress of
March 8, 1879.______________

hundred miles of M issoula is any b etter
inform ed th a n he w as before the advent
of J o h n Langdon-D avies, b u t we ju s t c a n ’t
resist asking:
“ H as M arriage a F u tu reT ”
— S. M.

This Unrest.

Subscription price $2.60 per year_______
Member Intercollegiate Press

__________ __

ONE ACTS
Plays Well Presented by
Students.

Society
SOCIETY CALENDAR.

Three excellent one-act plays by
Anton Chekhov were given by the
Masquers in the L ittle Theater,
Tuesday night. These were The
Boor, T he Swan Song, and The An
niversary. The class in D ram atic
P resentation furnished the direct
ors, who were, respectively, Ger
trude Gustafson, M arian Hall, and
M argaret Sharp. About two-thirds
of a house-full viewed the plays,
and they truly deserved a full
house. Judging only from how they
were received, and not taking into
Iconsideration the m erits of the
plays themselves, the honors went
to th e last of the bill, The Anni
versary. William Schleder, as The
Actor, doing his Swan Song, had
the most difficult p art and carried
it off to the greatest honor to him
self.
Regine Bertling, as Mrs.
M erchutkin in the last play, was
also exceedingly good.

Friday, February 1.
hiterjra te n tity Formal Donee.
Sigma CM............................................ ..........................................Formal
Saturday, February 2.
Alpha X i Delta..—.................................. ......................................Fireside
Sigma Phi Epsilon.___ ______ ________________ Installation Ball
Kappa Delta_____ __ __ ________ __ — ------......... ............... -Formal
Alpha Chi.-------------- --------------------------------------- Pledge Formal

E E N J o h n Langdon-D avies m ade
the alm ost brom idic statem ent
th a t ours is a n age of restlessness
he m ay not have m eant to im ply th a t other
Sigma Chi Formal.
ages have n o t also been restless. F o r all
Sigma Chi will hold their formal dance a t the W inter Garden Fri
generations have been restless and th e ir
day evening. The dance will be preceded by a dinner a t the Florence
restlessness has been caused by the d esire
hotel. Chaperons for the party will Include Mr. and Mrs. Turney-High,
Mr. and Mrs. C. H. Clapp, Mr. and Mrs. W alter McLeod and Mr. and Mrs.
to know.
He passed her
Jam es Brown. Out-of-town guests who will attend the affair are Ted
M an has alw ays w anted to know. R ela
And she turned around.
Hodges of Spokane and M arshall M urray from Sanders County.
She passed him
tively, the new problem s and possibilities
DOUGLASS H. THOMAS ....Business Manager
And he turned around.
presented by the fir s t stone knife m ight
Ethel P a tto n _____ __ ___ Circulation Manager
ln terfra te m ity Ball.
And the thick gelatine
have brought as much u n re st to its dis
The Interfraternity B all will be held tonight a t the Elite halL
Of romance
coverers as our v a s t m echanical system s
T h e L i g h t i n th e D a r k .
Whirled in their minds
Music will be furnished by Sheridan’s. Chaperons announced for the
give us today.
And made no sound.
dance are Dean and Mrs. R H. Jesse, Dean and Mrs. J . E. Miller and
The night was tender
Dean H arriet Rankin Sedman. About 200 couples will attend the affair.
H A T m ight be considered a ty p 
P ro g ress of a generation brings its a t 
As a baby’s hand,
ical A m erican audience listened te n d an t problem s to be solved by the suc
The Boor.
The
night
was
easy
The Boor, farce, was well done. Pledges Enttertaln.
W ednesday evening to a lecture by ceeding one.
As the brink of bliss . . .
Pledges of Sigma Kappa entertained the active chapter a t a formal
The ca st: Helena Popov, by Helen
a n em inent E nglishm an. T h a t audience,
Down the hollow
T hus is p rogress a continuous chain of
Maddock; Luka, aged servant, by dance Friday evening a t the Country club. The ballroom was decorated
was slightly am used, slightly bored, and know ledge; and thus m an—by holding unto
Of nine generations
E zra R uyle; and Gregori Smirnov, In Arabian fashion and Sheridan's orchestra furnished the music. Mr.
She remembered
slightly disappointed. The reasons a re the b est of the generation before, and solv
the Boor himself, by J . C lark Kel- and Mrs. J. E. Miller, Mr. and Mrs. P aul Bischoff and Mrs. Emma Conroy
His blonde hair,
obvious. H ere w as a m an press-agented ing his own problem s—m ay hope to finally
lett, labored under the difficulty of were chaperons. About 40 couples attended.
While he swung out
having the poorest of the three
as one of the intellectuals of his epoch. He reach a tru ly glorious pinnacle of achieve
From an old stab
plays to present. I t was well acted.
Mrs. H arriet Sedman, Mrs. F rank Keith and Mrs. H arry Davenport
came, a stran g e r, to a stran g e country of ment.
Of a first kiss
were dinner guests a t North hall Wednesday.
Swan Song.
heterogeneous and scarcely und erstan d 
Lost somewhere
The Swan Song was given in a
able ways. H e did the custom ary thing—
In the pitiless chaos
And even so is knowledge necessary fo r
h alf light, on an empty stage. The
Phyllis Flanagln will spend the week-end a t her home in StevensOf a bestial tenderness.
ca st qu ain t aspersions a t m ass production
old actor, W illiam Schleder took ville. She will be accompanied by Catherine McCann and Martha
tru e m oral conduct.
And
the
summer
wind
was
weak
and standardization. A nd assum ing, evi
the
part,
wanders
in
from
his
dress
Warren.
And the night was softer than the skin
W hatever attitu d es social groups m ay
dently, th a t his audience likewise w as
ing room a fte r a drunken celebra
Between a woman’s breasts.
stan d ardized (a little in fe rio r, a little choose to believe and be able to enforce,
tion held in his honor. The promp
R uth Nicke.v and P atricia Torrence were dinner guests a t North
ter, played by Ezra Ruyle, comes
dumb, b u t stan d ard ized) he proceeded to this is ce rtain :
And the night was morbid
hall Wednesday.
back to seek his cheap bed in the
T h a t knowledge in itse lf never w as a
With the city mania.
do the m ost stan d a rd th in g of his genera
dressing rooms. The old actor re
Charles A. Wagner in The Lantern.
crim e; and th a t in ignorance th e re can
Evelyn Monohan will leave F riday evening for B utte where she will
tion, nam ely, to p lay safe.
views his life and finds it empty.
*
Langdon-D avies neither analyzed nor never be virtue.
W ith the prom pter as audience and spend the week-end.
ORNITHOLOGY AND THE ATHLETE
D iscipline and m orality, as L udw ig
m aker of the intervening speeches,
synthesized his subject. H e m erely gave
Del Cawley, ’25, is a visitor a t the Kappa Sigma House this week.
or How Gregarious P. Soogan Forestalled the Stork.
he plays bits of his old parts, and
facts which alread y h ad been assim ilated Lewisohn pointed out in his w ritings, lie
not
in
n
arrow
ing
life
to
a
rig
id
conception
Ambling slowly out of the Ornithological laboratory, Gregar confirms the views of both of them,
and accepted by m ost of those present.
Kappa Sigma announces the pledging of Leo Dunwell and Melville
th a t he still has genius and still
H e had no opinion th a t he w as w illing th a t excludes all opinions extraneous to it. ious P. Soogan fluffed his hair slightly over the ears and ran his counts tremendously. The firs t Rawn, both of Missoula.
to defend publicly and fearlessly. N atu r Such n arro w in g soon elim inates any need fingers down the neat creases in his track suit. In his hand he p a rt of the act, when th e old m a n ,
carried a javelin, in his pocket was a baseball, on a string be
Activities of Delta Gamma entertained their pledges a t a fireside
comes creeping from his dressing!
ally the audience Was bored. I t w anted to of discipline.
hind him he dragged a tear-gas bomb.
room to find the theater empty, was I held from 7:30 until 10 Thursday evening.
have som ething to think about, som ething
T ru e discipline and m orality req u ire a
“ Go out there,” cheered Professor Opulent J. Fungoid from powerfully done by Schleder.
to ta lk about. I t w anted a little lig h t to consideration of the opinions of others— the ivy-shaded door of the Ornithological building, “ and fight
Hazel Larson will spend the week-end a t her home in Helena.
The Anniversary.
illumine the general gloom of its sta n d a rd  and then w hen a knowledge of them is se them ; genus Ciconia, or Pelargonium (see Dictionary), by pref
ized m ental activity. N aturally i t w as dis cured—a w illful adaption of conduct to a erence; on the end!” The professor wiped a tear from his eye. The final play, The Anniversary,
Alpha Chi Omega pledges will give a form al dance In honor of the
was great comedy. I t was agree
appointed.
m oral code th a t will m ost benefit ourselves “ For the Glory of Good Old Ornithology 47b,” he added, under ably done by J. Fred Roush, as Hir- active members of the chapter Saturday evening a t the P arish house.
his breath of course.
O f course, no one w ithin a rad iu s of two and those about us.
Gregarious P. Soogan breasted his way bravely to the middle in, an ancient cle rk ; Radcliffe
Kappa Kappa Gamma entertained a t a tea Thursday from 4:30
of the oval. The crowded stands roeked with laughter as he Maxey, as Shipuchin, an egotistic until 6 in honor of Mrs. H a rry Davenport of Spokane. Mrs. Davenport
into being. Many other ex tunate is he who can choose ducked behind a goal post, did an instantaneous change, came banker; B etty Browne, as T itiana,
is province president of Kappa Kappa Gamma and is a guest of Beta
of this flexibility in the wisely those which will best out dressed as a baseball player, and executed a Charleston. A Shipuchin’s wife, a most devastat
Current Comment amples
supply and demand for courses round out his development. team of spanking sorrels (see Bearpaw, on Spanking) dragged ing chatterer; and Regine Bertling, Phi chapter this week. Kappa mothers, alum nae and sorority house
could be cited. The size of the Fortunate is he who can elimin the bloody Charleston away as the band played Among my as Mrs. Merchutkin, a “poor, de mothers and a representative from each sorority were guests.
THE SALARY DEBATE.
faculty cannot be stabilized, ob ate the spokes from the college’s Souvenirs.
fenseless woman" who was indom
M argaret Perham and N atalia Scheuch were dinner guests a t the
viously, until the size of the var whirling wheel which mean
itable in her defenselessness. The
Much concern about the fac ious departments has been sta pleasure at the price of develop
scene was Shipuchin’s bank on the Kappa Kappa Gamma house Wednesday evening.
ulty salary question has again bilized by pruning out unnec ment, which mean time devoted
day of the fifteenth anniversary of
been exhibited in a report of a essary courses and establishing to inessentials that the student
Gertrude Maloney w as a guest a t dinner a t the Alpha Chi Omega
Shipuchin’s managership.
H irin
certain committee of professors a sufficient staff for the neces would prefer to devote to es
struggles to get a statem ent pre house Monday evening.
called “ Income and Living sary ones.—The Yale News.
sentials.
pared ; the m anager struggles to
Costs of a University Faculty”
Kappa Delta announces the pledging of Geraldine Everly of Butte.
The student who has acquired
compose him self and his speech be
published by the Yale Univer
I HAVEN’T TIME.
the technique of “ How to Live
fore a deputation of the bank
sity Press. The contention is
Cecile Sughrue was a dinner guest a t the Kappa Delta house
on Twenty-four Hours a Day,”
board. T itiana struggles to talk
that the present habit of univer
“ I haven’t tim el” This is speaks the phrase, “ I haven’t
Gregarious, behind the other goal post, changed to his track faster than it is hum anly possible, Thursday.
sities of increasing their staffs the byword of the college stu time” with a different meaning
and Mrs. M erchutkin struggles to
suit
again.
He
took
a
match
from
his
pocket
and
lit
the
tearas rapidly as new funds become dent. I t is the password which than the average harassed col
Dinner guests a t the Alpha P hi house Tuesday evening included
available in itself prevents any permits the student to escape legian. He has time for the real gas bomb. “ This is a very harrowing experience,” he sighed. obtain money the government owes Lucille Smith, Phyllis Flanagln and M artha W arren.
her husband. She is the only one
considerable increase of the av the tasks that approach with if not for the trivial. He may The sorrels dragged the harrow briskly around the track. “ 1
who succeeds in her struggle. Miss
do
it
for
My
Country,
and
Ornithology
47b,
of
course.”
He
erage salary of the teachers. outstretched arms. I t is at once sigh with regret that he cannot
Valma Judge, Jessie Cambron and M arian and Janet Hobbs were
This theory is in general cor the word of relief from new undertake other efforts. But tried to hurl the bomb into the air, but it hugged the ground Bertling played the querulous, in
and wept.
sistent, needy, old peasant woman dinner guests a t the Kappa Alpha Theta house Thursday.
rect; that is, the statistical and tasks and the word of sorrow he smiles with satisfaction at
to perfection.
R. S.
mathematical proof which is that other enjoyable works can the knowledge that he has chos
Lydia M aury returned from B utte Tuesday.
brought up to support it is in not be undertaken.
en in what direction his efforts
every respect correct. There
Arnold Bennett once wrote a will be turned rather than per
Delta Gamma alum nae chapter were entertained by Mrs. Frank
are certain conditions, however, little booklet, “ How to Live on mitting himself to wander un
Elsimlnger a t h er home in the Humble apartm ents. Those present were
,(C O P Y r
which are completely overlooked Twenty-four Hours a Day.” guided in a maze of studies, ac
Mrs. Elsimlnger, Mrs. R. E. Rice, Mrs. Thomas Swearingen, Mrs. John
even though a rigid adherence The average collegian could
tivities, social life, and idle con
to facts marks the report, and it greatly profit if someone could
The Poor Reporter Has Suchy, Mrs. B. F. K ltt, Mrs. F. G. D ratz; Mrs. Donovan Worden, Miss
versation.— The Daily Nebrask
M argaret Maddock, Mrs. Francis Peterson, Mrs. Richard Hale, Mrs.
is for this reason that it is nec
“ Hugged the Ground and W ept.”
Come to This!
treat the problem from the an.
LeRoy S tratton and Mrs. Edw ard Heilman.
essary to take exception to
standpoint of the life of the
Suddenly, out of the sorrel grey of the skies there came an
many of the conclusions which student of the modem institu
SCHOOL “ READERS”
immense
flock
of
storks
(Ciconia),
each
one
with
a
“
beak”
,
or
P hi Delta T heta held its annual “Herb V itt night” Tuesday evening.
I ’m ju st a poor reporter, with the
are reached.
tion of higher education.
PLEASE COPY.
“ bill”, (Pelargonium) on before. They were on the way to the accent on the “poor”, and I chase This is held each year in memory of H erbert Vitt, former University stu
The first oversight which Utilization of time was the big
legislature to present these bills. Attracted by the smoke of the around th e campus in a vain a t dent and member of Phi Delta Theta fraternity.
seems evident is that even secret of Bennett’s advice on
It was at the time of a certain bomb, they circled the field, weeping piteously.
tem pt to lure a bit of news from
though the size of the student living on the time man has. I t very terrible fire in Chicago.
“ I t is the first of the month,” screamed Gregarious P. Soog here and there and when there isn't
body is now fairly stabilized it is no less a factor in solving the In the top story of an apart
does not follow that it is now constant query of the student ment house, there were thirty an. “ POST BILLS HERE I” He held up his javelin, which the any I have to pound out stu ff like
KUOM
possible to stabilize the size of mindj “ Where can I find time people slowly but surely being storks thought was a post,- and caught bill after bill as they this—wouldn’t it get your nanny?
[“Copy 1” howls the editor, apd
the faculty accordingly. Under to do this, and this, and this, engulfed in a sea of smoke and fluttered down.
“Copy!”
bawls
the
staff.
The
way
the present educational system and that and that?”
Sunday, February 3, 1339 (9:30
fire. Every suggested plan had
they holler “Copy!” would make a
there has been, and still is, an
p. m. to 10:45)
The modern world is a busy resulted in absolute futility.
camel laugh. They seem to think
increasing demand for new world. The modern life is a The longest ladder did not
Program by B aptist Young
th a t stories grow on bushes, shrubs People’s Union (B. Y. P. U.)
courses to meet the needs of all busy life. Students, in the reach. It was so very near and
St. Paul, Minn.
and trees, and th at a so-called “cai
students in whatever line of main, are going to pass from the yet so very far. All was con
Davis O. Stallcop, president
r
. „
«
June 1,1927
m an feature” comes on every win
Larus & Bro. Co.
training they desire. This is whirl of the classroom and fusion below. Anxious relatives
Monday, February 4 (8 p. m.)
Richmond, Va.
try breeze. The printer takes the
especially true since the war, extra-curricular activities to and friends were urging the dis
1. Miss Alice Johnson—senior
Gentlemen:
telephone and politely (?) asks the
and the wider scope of training some: phase of the mad dervish tracted officials to devise some
“ I Could Ju st Cry,”
About five years ago, after trying
English reading.
guy
th
a
t
runs
this
publication
as
to
which is now offered came only of America’s super-speeded plan of salvation from such a
out m any different styles of pipes
These he posted directly to Opulent j . Fungoid. “ I could
2. Program by Missoula City
from the Missouri meerschaum to the
as the result of a -great increase commercial life. Use of time is terrible death. Just then a just cry,” said th at old meany. “ I already have so many the reason why there isn’t any copy
Band. Mr. George Lawrgenuine meerschaum, including the
J
J for his linotypes to set and the edi
in the number of courses and to be an essential for advance deadly calmness settled over the hills »_r a
enson, director.
upside-down style made popular by
to r replies th a t H E ain’t seen no
consequently in the number of ment in position. I t will be no crowd as a youth was seen to
Vice-President Dawes, ana experi
a. March, Valiant Youth, King.
copy
y
e
t
Then
he
tu
rn
s
around
in
instructors to handle them. less an essential for a reasonable slowly lower himself over the
m enting with just about all the to
Oh,
some
are
small
b.
Overture,
The
Blue
Ribbon,
anger and he gives the news staff
baccos then on the market except
Whether this tendency has been enjoyment of life.
window edge. Then his feet
And
some
are
tall
Alexander.
Edgeworth, I finally decided that pipe
hell—"Yer supposed to have yer
a healthy one or not is not the
The student who learns to touched the last rung of the
And some are lean and lank
smoking was not for me.
copy in when you hear the 4 o’clock c. Medley Overture, Ace High,
question. The fact is that the utilize his time well in the dizzy ladder, and he regained his bal
For the last year or so I noticed the
And
some
are
designed
Brockton.
1bell!” And ju s t as soon’s the
present condition now exists, pace forced on him in college ance, still holding to the window
boys around th e office here using
Along the lines
Edgeworth to th e exclusion of all
Underwoods and Remingtons begin d. M arch, Hotz’s Special, K arr.
and while it does there can ob has a big advantage in the task edge. A t his call the other 29
Of
a
railroad
water
tank.
e.
Overture,
The
Wander,
King.
other tobaccos and evidently getting
to sing a tuneful ditty w ith the
viously be no hard and fast sta of learning to utilize his time people crawled over his body to
real pleasure from their pipes.
f. Selection, Prince of Pilsen,
vigor and the vim of a Paraguayan
bilization of the size of the fac well outside. He has an edge the ladder and then to the safe
In April of this year I waB in Canada
Some are classy
Laden,
ulty.
machine-gun
he
bawls
a
t
us
a
g
a
in
:
on
a business trip and decided to take
in the battle for a living and for ty of the silod earth. That day
With a racing chassis
“A little speed, you bozos, .whazza 3. Professor Robert Housman— another whirl a t pipe-smoking. So I
Another condition which has the appreciation of living. Such the strength of splendid man
And some are a real damned puzzle;
School of Journalism , "The invested a good snare of m y savings
m atta you?” and then we s ta rt in
been overlooked is the ever- utilization of time does not con hood filled the gap.
From the shape you’d swear
L iterary Editor’s Note in a pipe and a few cents additional
earnest to w rite this kind of bunk,
changing degree of popularity sist merely in wiping out idle
for a can of Edgeworth.
.
Many believe that America
That they still wear
book.”
for if we don’t we’re certain th at
From then on I have been figura
and demand of the individual moments. It does not consist can and does fill a gap which
The good old fashioned bustle.
4.
Band.
A
tively kicking myself around the block
our grades are all but sunk. Ye
courses themselves, which for merely in utilization of scattered otherwise would not be filled.
about once each day when I think of
a. March, The M ajestic Swing,
Editor gets nasty when we ask him
bids any definite stabilization of bits of time during the day. The This same sentiment is found in
the five lean years I put in trying to
Yea 1 some are hot
Smith.
w hat’s the rush—he really thinks
each department. Perhaps the utilization of time that will be states, classes and sects of
get d ong without a pipe. However, 1
And some are not
b.
Selection,
Best
Loved
South
we ought to w rite out reams of this
am trying to make up for lost «me
most striking example of this of value to the student of to people, and individuals. In
And some are cold as ice
ern Melodies, Hayes.
and am succeeding quite well Wny
foul slush, so he can flip i t in the
can be seen in the increasing de day, the graduate tomorrow, is some respects Grove City Col
And some are free
I failed to try Edgeworth long ago will
c.
Romance,
W
ater
Lilies,
S
t
basket with a “too bad, try again”,
mand for courses in- German, a of a different nature. It is the lege holds responsibility and
have to go down in history as an
As T. N. T.
Clair.
and th at's w hat we’ve been doing
department which had become utilization of time that comes ability which is exceptional and
unsolved question. B ut now that i
And others are damn nice.
d. Selection, The
Chocolate
here, with all our m ight and main.
have found it, the years ahead look
almost extinct as a result of the from an evolution of activities. lacking in other colleges. To
Soldier, Straus.
rosy to m e.
Ours not to reason why, ours but
general feeling of the public I t is the ability to recognize challenge the Grove City Col
But lank and tall
e. Overture, E ntre Nous, Evans.
Very truly y o u g . ^
to do or die, ain’t it a hell of a life?
during the war. During the lines of effort whose value is lege students is for individuals
Or plump and small
f.
March,
S
tars
and
Stripes,
last few years the necessity of slight and the willingness to to strive toward self-develop
Whatever they may be,
Sousa.
Mrs. J . M. Keith, Kappa Kappa
revising this study has brought substitute for them those lines ment so that when the testing
’Tho they’re the world
Gamma house mother, and Mrs.
Thursday, February 7 (8 p. m.)
about a marked increase in the of effort which promote the real time comes, be it in literary or
To their mother,
John Davenport of Spokane, prov
demand for German courses ends of the individual.
Program by Missoula County
athletic meets, their strength
They
don’t mean a damn thing to mel
Extra High Grade
ince president of the sorority, were
with the result that practically
High School Music D epartm ent
A multitude of interests be will fill the gap.— The CoUeg- ,
D c . . ...
, , —The Heathen ’30—Syracuse Orange. dinner guests a t North hall Wed- Mrs. T. A. Price, director.
a new department has sprung siege the average student. For tan.
P-: S —Neither would an “ A ” in accounting.
nesday evening.
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Pipe Smoker
Has a “Kick”
All His Own

Edgeworth
Smoking Tobacco

THE

MANY FOREIGN SCHOLARSHIPS
OFFERED AMERICAN STUDENTS
In Appreciation of Those
Offered by American
Schools.

Side Swipes of
A Grizzly Paw

EXCHANGES
Among the weird turns taken by
co-eds' appetites, the Oregon State
Barometer reports the ease of salted
chocolate cake.
How About Davenport Tackles.
Co-ers are a liability, according
to Knute Hocknc, famous Notre
Dame conch, who attributes his suc
cess to the fact th a t there arc no
women a t Notre Dame. “She takes
a lot of athletes’ time, either a t the
expense of his studies, his playing,
or his sleep.”

It's great around the campus,
American students who wish to \yhcn the folks all say hello;
study abroad have a good oppor In a icay you feel they mean it,
tunity of earning foreign study In a way you know it’s so.
scholarships and fellowships which I f you're walkin' round the oval,
are offered under the international A fcelM sort o’ blue,
student exchanges of the Institute And you pass a hundred students,
of International Education.
Til one says “ITi” to you,
Students a t Colgate College arc
These fellowships and scholar Then you brighten up a trifle,
required to attend chapel four da
ships have been established as an And your step's a little quick;
a week, although they are allowed
international exchange in apprecia You don't know what has happened,
15 cuts each semester.
tion of those offered by the Ameri But it's the smile that did the trick.
can colleges toftthe nationals of the The men who smile and say hello,
A regular hockey team has been
countries concerned.
Are the ones that you think are
organized a t South Dakota State
great.
Candidates for one of these fel
college. This is the first time in
lowships must meet the general re And the co-eds icho w ill beam at the history of that institution that
you.
qulrements of being a citizen of the
hookey has been regarded as one of
United States, or one of its posses Are the owes you want to date.
the major sports.
sions must be a graduate of
a college, university, or professional , We Grizzlies have gone West
Hell’s Bells Gets in Bad.
school of recognized standing; be of We hope not to blow up with the
Indignation a t the University of
good moral character and intellec country.
Call font la a t Los Angeles Is grow
tual ability, and of suitable personal
ing strong with the suspension of
qualities; must present a certificate
They get two 'days and three 13 men for implication in the publi
or other evidence of good health; nights to see Seattle by the sen.
cation of Hell’s Bells, razz sheet ol
must possess ability to do indepen
Phi Delta Epsilon.
dent study and re search; and have
Hope the same moonshines there,
Among those suspended was
a practical reading, writing and
that does here.
Sammy Batler, captain of the bas
speaking knowledge of the language
ketball tearra, and J. B. Avery,
of instruction in th a t particular
We mean the good old moon editor of the year book. Kenneth
country.
Piper, president of the student
shine—the kind our fathers knew.
Both Men and Women.
body, was authority for the state
These opportunities are open to
The kind th at thrilled them—not ment th at these men had nothing
both men and women, preferably
to do with the objectionable sheet,
killed
them.
under thirty years of age. Scholar
Students have become wild for ac
ship and fellowship holders should
tion
since losing the basketball
The kind that lighted up the ah
have sufficient money of their own
game to U. S. 0.
when
grandfather
and
his
girl
dram
to cover traveling, vacation and in
cidental expenses. There are cer to church on Sunday evening.
Two students of the Latvian u
tain steamship lines which allow a
The kind th a t lights up an eve versify died as a result of a di
reduction in rates to the Fellows
of honor. The duel was carried out
ning—not
the
kind
th
a
t
lights
n]
and Scholars, and in some instances
with pistols and is said to have been
the fraternity brothers.
free visas may be secured.
sanctioned by the student govern
The countries offering these fel
But why all that? People seen ing body.
lowships are Austria, Germany,
Czechoslovakia, France, Hungary, to like it even if it doesn't lik<
people.
and Switzerland.
Several
fellowships
covering
B ut it’s the curse of the youngei
board, lodging and tuition are of
fered through the Austro-American
Student Exchange. These fellow
Ton can hear the curse of ft after
ships are available for study a t the
institutions of higher learning at each drink.
Vienna. Applications to this ex
Congregationalists T a k e
Boy, it seems that people will
change should be made on or before
Second Place in Internever be able to stop cursing as
March 1.
long as this moonshine goes on and
Fellowship Established.
Church League.
sometimes
down.
A fellowship of $1,500 has been
established by the German istic So
The B aptists decisively won the
Why should we fear a war. Wliat
ciety of America. Inc., for an
interchurch basketball tournament
American student who contemplates good Frenchman, or any other man.
last
night by defeating the Disciples
studying some prase of German civ would leave his cellar to come over
38-13.
ilization a t a German university. here.
The first game last night was
The successful candidate will be re
No wonder people drink the stuff thrown out by H arry Adams be
quired to leave for Germany by
August 1, or earlier if possible, in —maybe the next stopping place cause the opposing teams, the Epis-t
copalians and Methodists, were
order to devote himself to the prac vont have woman suffrage.
both late in arriving.
tice and study of oral German until
The game between the Baptists
Women suffrage may be okay—
the time of the official opening of
and the Congregationals Wednes
the university, which is about Oc but they’ll suffer for this.
day night proved to be the cham
tober 15.
I f more o f them had to ddnk pionship game. This was the best
The Ministry of Public Instruc
game of the tourney and was won
tion and the universities of France! some of w hat is bottled they would
change
their mind about a lot of 6y the Baptists by a score of 24-18
offer, through the Franco-American j
afte r a hard fig h t Buckley and
Student Exchange, a number of things.
Lelioux, B aptist center and for
scholarships covering board, lodg
A1 Smith was partly right when ward, were high point men with 10
ing and tuition and some providing
each.
Both teams went into this
free tuition only. These scholar he said, “We have had no prohi
ame undefeated and it was the
ships are offered for study a t the bition,” after being asked what he
only
game
th at the Congregational
Universities of Bordeaux, Grenoble, thought of it.
team dropped, putting them in sec
Lyon, Paris, Strasbourg, and Tou
ond place.
He was partly right because good
louse, and application is closed after
Priest, Congregational forward,
stuff has been prohibited—or cor
February L
was high point man for the tourney
nered.
Other Countries
with a total of 40 points for four
Czechoslovakia, Hungary, and
games and his running mate, Huber,
“B ut w hat of It,” you’ll say,
Switzerland offer similar scholar
was second with a total of 36 points.
ships and are open to both men and ‘Anyway why blame the women ?’’
Stillings, Congregational center,
women.
marked up 32 points daring the
Well, are not women the root of
In addition the Institute of In 
tourney to tak e third honors.
all
evil
and
anyway
are
they
not
ternational Education administers
The results of other games this
the American Field Service Fellow blamed for most everything and week were:
ships for advanced study in French don't they cause a lot o f bothert
Wednesday, Methodists 29, Di
universities and the Scholarships
sciples 19; Tuesday, Baptists 36,
I t you don’t think they are a lot
for the Junior year abroad. The
Methodists 13; Congregational 34,
institute also arranges for the place o* bother ju st take a look around Episcopal 8.
ment of a number of American men the campus seme windy day.
The final standing of teams is:
in postes d’asslstant d’Anglais in
W. L. Pet.
I f you w ant to argue these points, Baptists
Frence lycees and ecoles normales.
................ ____4 0 L000
arrange for a debate with Lucifer
Congregational .... ....... 3 1 .750
and Theodore. They’ll tell you
Methodists ............ ____1 3 .250
plenty because ju st last week they Disciples ................
3 .250
were lit up like a country church, Spiscopal ..............
........1 3 .250
the night of a good old basket
Alice Kelley of Anaconda was social.

BAPTISTS WIN
CHURCH LEAGUE

MONTANA

KAI MI N

Page Three

Qet Your Co-Ed Date,
Boys; Time is Flitting
Now Is the Time, If Ever, to See That the
Woman Pays and Pays and Pays!

BURLY MILLER

All girls who are taking courses
in the School of Journalism are corrially invited to attend a party
given by the members of Theta
“Burly” Miller, dean of men a t
Sigma Phi a t The Shack Saturday
the University, has often been ac
President C. H. Clapp will soon
afternoon from 2:30 to 4:30.
cused of asking “hams” to leave
Sallie Mac lay, president complete a series of lectures which
college, but testimony is falling to
he has been giving the class in min
verify any incident in the past
ing law. This series consists of
There will be a meeting of Kappa
which shows th at he ever brought a
five lectures, which started Janu
ham home, as he did Thursday Psi In Science hall next Tuesday a t | ary 19, and which are to end this
7:30 o’clock.
night
week. Generally, the talks have
Claude Britell.
dealt with the relation of mining
I t all came about because of the
fact th at Dean Miller throws a
geology to mining law.
The Newman Club will hold its
mean no-trump. Thursday night he
entered the bridge tournament a t regular monthly meeting Sunday,
Advertise in The Kaimin.
the Missoula Country Club,
emerged victorious, bearing a large
ham on his shoulders.
A menu for the next week has
not yet been announced from the
Miller home.

Clapp Lectures on
Geology and Law

the end of each day, go home, sit
on the davenport, and tvalt for tele
phone calls.
Keep up this program until the
night of the Co-ed, a t precisely 8 :80.
Then proceed stealthily to the Elite
hall, sneak in, find a hidden vant
age point, and look on and use your
imagination. Not until then will
you appreciate the import of that
great problem of our ancestors,
a list of all your co-ed acquaint “taxation without representation.”
ances, frooid et chaud. Arrange a
schedule, whereby you can take
Butler University is making plans
three of them out every day from for the largest botanical gardens in
now until the day of the formal, Indiana. So fa r 2,500 bulbs have
Lucille Jameson, assistant reg
using a system of progressive elim lieen planted. Six gardens and istrar, returned from a visit to
ination and compound dating. By parks of England and the United Helena.
this, we mean the selecting and re States have offered ra re and valu
dating of those who are most prom able specimens to the herbarium.
ising, and the discarding of those
who are Indifferent, so that, as
If you are going to dinner
Geophysics New Course.
time goes on, your efforts will be
before the show— or have a
Geophysics is a new course which dinner engagement for some
directed where they are most ef
will be offered, beginning next se
fective.
special occasion— yon want
mester, a t the University of Okla
to know it’s going to be a
Now Dial.
homa. This will give students who
success beforehand—
Now, before inaugurating your are majoring in geology and physics
Therefore Always Select
schedule, take the list of girls and an opportunity to elect a new min
go to the telephone. Call each one or. Formerly all geology majors
and ask her for a date to the Inter- were required to elect chemistry as
fraternity dance tonight. At each a part of ten hours of minor work,
answer of “I'm sorry, but I have but now they may choose geophysics Known to Montana Students as
the City’s Finest.
one” (which they will all be), re instead.
ply, “I’m terribly sorry. I regret
th at I didn’t call you sooner.” Then
ask her to the Interfraternity next
year.
College boys, take heed! Time
flies, and there are only eight more
shopping days left before the Co-ed
formal. If none of your female
admirers have called you up yet,
for the sake of justice, let them
know you are still on the m arket
For those who have so far been left
in the cold, here is a little formula
th at will sure get you to the Co-ed.
Sit down (or stand up) and make

DINNERS

THE COFFEE
PARLOR

YOUNGREN’S

When this is done, and every girl
has been called, go rob a bank and
s ta rt out on your selective dating
Saturday. Don't lose heart, but
keep dating persistently, according
to your schedule. Take them to
shows, flatter them, pet them. At

ROYAL BELLE
BREAD

Employs Tw o University Men T o Give You Service.
HELP US T O HELP THEM.

Ray P. Woods

Basement Higgins Block

ANNOUNCEMENT
We have just enlarged our establishment and
installed some fine billiard tables.
P E T E ’S FOR AMUSEMENT AND EATS.

-inn

Is Always Fresb.
T ry Our Delicious
Pastry.

MISSOULA MONT.

HAMBERGERS

BEER

BILLIARDS

ROYAL BAKERY
Phone 3722 631 g. Higgins Are.

A H IT !
Lee Morse and Her
Blue Grass Boys—

“If You Want the
Rainbow”
“Let’s Do It”
Colombia Record No. 1659

MAX FACTOR SOCIETY MAKE-UP
SOCIETY MAKE-UP HAS A TE X T U R E SO D ELI
CATE AND COLORS SO VIVID. T H A T IT
CREATES A NATURA L EFFECT OF BEAUTY
W IT H O U T T H E SLIG HTEST SUSPICION OF
MAKE-UP

Sold At THE PUBLIC DRUG STORE
Florence Hotel Building

SMITH DRUG
STORE

A
Smashing
Clean Up
of

O ’C O A T S
and SU ITS

Our Entire Stock
of Formals
Special Price

Call and See
These Stylish
Garments.
At Very Low Prices.

$14.75 to $19.50

Loveliest Qotvns
for Form als
Greatly Reduced
U ST at the time when formals are in order we present
a special selling of evening gowns at prices that are very
unusual. U ltra modern stylings are developed of taffeta,
crepe de chine, crepe Elizabeth, silk net and velvet. A
striking collection withal and a color choice to satisfy
every desire.
Gowns that follow the lines of the figure . . . the
swathed hip-line . . . deep de’colletage . . . dip
to heels . . . these and other prevalent types are here
for your choosing.
We have made the prices so attractive it will be good
judgment to immediately inspect the complete display,
second floor.

J

NEWEST COSTUME JEWELRY
JU ST IN!

Brevity

Necklaces, Chokers, Earrings . . . Crystals, Pearls.
Colored Stones— all moderately priced.

here over the week end visiting
friends on the campus.

The kind of a social th at was a
social. Where fifty cents for your
girl’s
basket of goodies marked you
Marion Gunning of Spokane, for
mer student a t the University, will as a sport—and the lunch was really
visit friends on the campus over the eaten and enjoyed.
week end.
Those were the days— you knew 1
Miss Gertrude Buckhous, librar a girl by her cooking not by her
ian, has returned from a brief stay looking.
in Helena.
Yes, we hope the same moon
Elizabeth McLaughlin,
former shines for the Grizzly th a t shines
student here, will play the opening down in our own bleachers.
number of the radio program, F ri
*Cig8 Bad” When I t ’s Best Girl.
day, February 1.
“I h ate to see a girl smoke a
She will also accompany Miss
Harrington who will give a vocal cigarette because I object to kiss
ing a girl whose breath smells of
selection.
tobacco!”
The quarantine was lifted from
This is the consensus of opinion
several fraternity and sorority a t the University of Minnesota
houses recently a t the University of about the subject of coeds who
Kansas, after taking culture of one smoke. Whereas most of the men
hundred students who were exposed do not object to women smoking as
to a case of spinal meningitis.
a m atter of principle, they do pro
test when “their girl” smokes.
Tulane university students will
take part in large numbers in the
Co-eds a t the University of Okla
National Aviation contest of 1929, homa are taking up billiards, much
sponsored by the Alexander Air against the ancient tradition of
craft company.
“males only” in th at game.

NOTICES

Or, “Bringing Home the
Bacon.”

February 3, in St. Anthony’s hall,
after the 9 o’clock mass.
Mary Brennan.

EVENING HOSIERY SHADES

mm

Featured in Kayser and Gordon V Line.

Introducing The

EATR
TRECrCvii/
THEA

New Sports Frocks

M RECTION W. A. SIMONS

A little Self Treatment each
morning and night, using
Elizabeth Arden’s Venetian
Cltansing Cream, Ardtna Skin
Tonic and Orange Skin Food—
according to the method of i
an Elizabeth Arden Treat
ment—will keep your skin
clear, firm and smooth.
Elizabeth Arden s
Venetian Toilet Preparationare on sale at

Missoula Drug Co.
IUZABBTH AJLDIN
«7) FIFTH AVENUE. NEW YOMC
35 OLD BOND STREET, LONDON
3 RUE DE LA PAIR. PARIS

TO D AY 8 SATURDAY!

NOW PLAYING!

GARY COOPER

If You Like a Good Clean Cut
Western Story—See

AND

BOB STEELE

FAY WRAY
Param ount's Famous Lovers
in

“DRIFIN’" SANDS”

"THE FIRST KISS'

Also a Good Comedy and Wide
World News—Plus

Adapted from the Saturday
Evening Post Story, “Four
Brothers”

A Wild Animal Thriller.

“Perils of the Jungle”
COMING SUNDAY!

NOW!

D O N 'T MISS IT !

CHAS. FARRELL
AND

GRETA NISSEN
“FAZIL”
A Love Story as Warm as the
Sands of the Sahara.

| OTH ER PHO TO PLA YS!
STA R TIN G SUNDAY!

NORMA
TALMADGE

JOHN GILBERT

‘TAKE ME HOME’

“THE DOVE”

Another Fhie Picture with a
S tar Universally Liked

F irst Missoula Showing a t
Regular Prices.

“A WOMAN OF
AFFAIRS”

COMING SUNDAY 1

BEBE DANIELS

AND

GRETA GARBO

Smartest two and three-piece creations that will meet
with happy approval.
Cleverly evolved silk and wool, and wool knitted
modes include novel combination effects . .
fine
woolen fabrics develop other charming styles. Colors are
Castillian, tea rose, pencil wood, treaty green, cactus rose
and Oleander. Sizes 14 to 40.

SWEATERS DISTINCTIVELY NEW
Have Just Arrived from San Francisco.
’’Sports Wear” Coats and Pullover Models.
Modernistic designs, and solid colors with borders in
new effects. High sports shades . . . medium and
dark grounds enlivened with the design.
CHIC HATS OF STRAW AND FABRIC are here
for those who will want to be the first to wear them.
Second Floor— Donohue’s

MO NTAN A KAI MI N

THE

GRIZZLIES LEAVE ON COAST TRIP
TO PLAY THREE CONFERENCE TILTS

GREEK DRAMA
A Soul-Stirring Play in
One Act.

Scene: Any fraternity or soror
Husky quintet checked and guarded
ity house.
so closely th at the onslaught was
Tim e: School days.
checked in its infancy.
(F ra il and shivering figures seen
Oregon State.
through the gloom, huddled about
From Seattle the Grizzly aggre
.meager fire in fireplace, backstage
Coach Stewart’s Grizzly squad of gation will travel to Corvallis to j Noise of snow shovels and howling
ten men, along with Jack Baker, play a return game with the Ore wind outside.)
manager, left Thursday afternoon gon Staters. The Beavers won
F irst Shivering F igure: G-g-got
on the North Coast Limited for j from Montana early in the season a cig?
Seattle where they will encounter I by a sensational rally in the last
Second S. F .: Huh-uh.
the Washington Huskies in their few minutes of the second canto, j
(Both turn hungrily to fireplace,
first game on the road trip. The B ut both quintets were evenly get down on knees and rummage
game will be played in Tacoma be matched on floor strategy, the Ore there. Others watch them jealous
cause of the present rental of the gon squad having an edge in bask- j ly. Suddenly door on left opens.
Washington stadium to the Seattle etball experience and now with I All cringe from blast of wind and
Montana well versed in all depart
Automobile association.
snow which sweeps in as late riser
Basketball, like most all other ments of court artistry the Grizzly enters from sleeping porch, clad in
games, is stacked full of uncer squad’s hope for victory is much | overcoat, stocking cap, wool socks,
tainties and although it is practic higher. The game will be played and mittens.)
ally conceded th at the Grizzly will Monday night
Late riser, reeling across room,
Tuesday night the Grizzlies will .stubbing toe, and knocking icicles
meet defeat the card might be
turned and thereby give the Mon play a return game with the Uni off radiator:
Who swiped my
tana quintet a victory. Washing versity of Oregon a t Eugene, re blankets las’ night? Huh?
ton has a fast breaking and iron- turning home to Missoula Thursday
(No answer but noise of scuffling
bound defense wall contingent morning.
in fireplace.)
Players making the trip are Cap
which has given it two conference
Then, F. S. F .: Gimme ’a t butt.
victories. Playing against a center tain Wendt, Chinske, Rohlffs, Rank I found ut.
th a t can reach within two feet of in, Graham, Feet Lewis, Brown,
S. S. F .: Un I got u t !
the basket, Montana will be seri Rule, J. Lewis, and Lyons.
(Holds cigarette butt above head,
ously handicapped on the tip-off.
as rest of shivering figures stretch
Possible Gieek.
necks toward it and open mouths
wide, like nest of starving spar
With Montana getting off a t a
rows. J u s t then shaggy dog trots
fa st pace and with Lewis and Gra
across front stage carrying stringy
ham in the guard positions repeat
ing their ironbound defense demon Swimming Meets Will Take Place in bone of beefsteak. Three shivering
strated against Oregon University
figures detach themselves from
Los Angeles Pool.
last week, the Washington scoring
group and pounce upon dog. One
Los Angeles, Jan. 31.—Swimming gets bone, turns and runs for right
aces, Jaloff and Snider, might be
held in check, and the Grizzlies meets with Northwestern university off-stage. Other two follow, crying
might nose out a victory. Ghinske and with the University of Oregon out. Rest of group continue to fight
and Rohlffs will s ta rt as forwards have ju st been scheduled by General over cigarette butt.)
and Ted Rule will hold down the Manager Gwynn Wilson for the Uni
University bus, off-stage^ Tooversity of Southern California mer tooo. (All exit.)
pivot position.
(Drapery.)
men.
The
Trojans
will
meet
the
Last year the Huskies defeated
the Grizzlies 44-24. Montana start Northwestern paddlers February 18
PARTICULAR
a
t
the
Los
Angeles
Athletic
club
ed the scoring when Gloyse Over
About Your Looks?
tu rf bagged the hoop for two points pool, while the Oregonians will be Then Be P articular About Your
but the Huskies followed with a taken on February 22 a t the same
Barber.
“I t Pays to Look Well”
gathering momentum which the place.
In addition to holding a swimming
RAINBOW BARBER SHOP
Grizzlies could not withstand. Early
and Beauty P arlor
in the second half the Montana meet with the Oregon splashers, the
136 N. Higgins
Phone 2442
quintet recovered to loop a number Trojan Neptunes will meet them in
a
game
of
w
ater
polo.
of baskets but the smoothly geared

Will Meet Washington in
The First Game
Saturday.

U. S. C. to Clash With
Oregon and N’western

SPORT SPURTS
After the return of the Grizzly squad Tuesday we say only this—that
we are glad to be attending the University of Montana where true
sportsmanship prevails a t all times.
Our team was hooted and jeered a t by the Bozeman fans from the
opening whistle to the final shot. Eddie Ghinske and “Feet” Lewis
were picked out separately from the squad and ridiculed. Hardly a
sportsmanship thing to do but nevertheles sthe Bozeman crowd found
it so. We will not mention the cause of Ghinske’s ridicule which was
positively absurd and most unthinkable coming from college students—to
say the LEAST.
I t seems as though an Aggie’s style was crippled somewhat in the
annual basketball clash a t Bozeman last year by Feet’s stellar guarding
and It didn’t set well with him. So after the game the big “Boy” saunt
ers into the dressing room and clouts Feet a haymaker straight from
the shoulder—and without so,much as an introduction. Lewis was a t
sort of a disadvantage for he was ju st in the act of putting on his over
coat. By the time Lewis was ready for action his team-mates had inter
fered and a second clash for the evening was avoided.
Now it seems funny that the Bozemanites should bring to the surface
a most outstanding falacy in their sortsmanship conduct, by constantly
reminding Feet that his Aggie friend was up in the loft all spurred to
go another round.
WebBter defines a true sportsman as—one who in sports is fair and
generous; one who has recourse to nothing illegitim ate; a good LOSER
and a graceful WINNER.
We leave you to draw your own conclusion and to murmur to your
self. We are glad th at we are attending a University where true sports
manship prevails a t all times.
The Bobcat quint was royally received by University fans during their
recent visit in Missoula. In fact we receive all our visiting teams in the
same manner which is giving us favorable recognition of the fact all
over the coast. We wonder how the Bobcat team feels toward their
crowd for surely they have encountered and experienced HOOTING
crowds and SPORTSMANSHIP crowds.

SPECIAL
For Sunday

STRAWBERRY
NUT
HERRICK’S
FAMOUS ICE CREAM
Phone 3247

TYPEWRITERS
RENTED

UNIVERSITY PUGS
WIN SIX BOUTS
Curtis Knocks Out Snoten
In the First
Round.
University fighters won a m ajor
ity of their bouts in the Western
Montana tourney Tuesday night,
winning six of the nine fights in
which they appeared. Jimmy MacNally topped off the evening’s
struggles by whaling Sam Laug to
win by a technical knockout. In
the semi-windup Deane Jones and
Eddie Coyle fought on even terms
until the final round, when Jones
was accidentally fouled, slowing
him up. F ritz Veeder, matched
with an experienced foe, lost his
fight but won second prize for the
evening by his display of raw cour
age and coolness under fire.
Results of fights in which varsity
boxers participated: Jimmy MacNally won technical KO from Sam
Lang (3 ) ; Deane Jones dropped de-

cislon to Eddie Coyle (3 ) ; Bud
Grover won decision from Mick
Reed (3 ) ; Frank Curtiss KO’d Bill
Snoten (1 ) ; Zey Malone outpointed
Jerry Phelan (4 ) ; Fred Veeder lost
to Waldo Lewis (3 ) ; Gid Reeder
won from Ferd Haney (3 ) ; Jack
Thompson fought draw with Ole
Olson (3 ) ; Kayo Lemon won from
Young Frederickson (1).
Short Notice.
Lemon’s opponent was called into
the bout on short notice and was in
no condition, quitting in the first
round. Thompson was outweighed
and took a beating in the first
round, but rallied as his foe tired.
Reeder and Haney, both of the Uni
versity, were about even until the
last round, when Haney tired. Zey
Malone plugged ahead to outlast
has foe.
Frank Curtis, fighting a colored
lad, Billy Snoten, mixed it until he
saw an opening. His right shot in,

MISSOULA
LAUNDRY CO.
DRY CLEANERS
Phone 3118

Expert Shoe Repairing

Leading Shoe Shop
514 S. Higgins

Try Our
Cracked Wheat
Bread

Going to serve punch at the
party?
PHONE 3352

Majestic Candy 8
Beverage Co.

For Health
TAYLOR 8 HILL
BAKERY

Bowls and Glasses
Furnished Free.

MISSOULA CLEANERS
AND DYERS
An institution th at’s known (or
quality work with (ast service.

LOOK YOUR BEST FOR W INTER
QUARTER SOCIAL AFFAIRS
N ESTLE’S
CIRCULINE
PERM ANENT
WAVE

B
V

v j*
r l

FINGER W AVING
W A TER W AVING
MARCELLING

$10

H A IR C U TTIN G

POWDER PUFF BEAUTY SHOP
Phone 5541 For Appointment.

Lister Typewriter
Service

“Gonzaga University defeated Idaho University 28-26 and the Uni
versity of Montana has won from Gonzaga. Maybe the Grizzlies will
be more successful with their basketball schedule than they were with
their Conference football season.”
T hat’s all from the Exponent.
A nice story is told about the Washington pivot man. He is so tall
that on the tip-off he is never worried about losing the ball. All he
does is to extend himself on his toes, taps the ball lightly, balances it on
his finger until one of his team-mates is free from his opponent and then
tosses the ball to him. He Is sure not to free himself from the ball until
he looks over the situation from all angles and when seeing an opening
throws the ball into action. While this Is going on the opposing center
generally looks on in much agitation. Without much exertion he can
push the sphere into the basket.

Old

ALENTINES
Largest Assortment Ever Displayed

DO YOU KNOW
T hat It Is Cheaper
T o Buy Bus Tickets?
16 rides

for_______ $1.00

7 rides

for_______

.50

3 rides

for__ _ _ _

.25

NEW
BRUNSWICK
RECORDS
Sonny Boy, pipe organ solo
Neapolitan Nights, organ solo
No. 414S—Eddie Dunstedter

My Inspiration Is You, baritone
Me and the Man in the Moon,
baritone
No. 4138—-Chester Gaylor, W his
pering Serenader
An old Italian Love Song, popu
lar concert
Andalusian Caprice
No. 4153—Heermann Trio
Don’t Be Like That, f. t.
Dream Train, f. t w ith voc. cho.
No. 4137—Abe Lyman’s Orch.

an entirely new model!

‘the beverly’
broad shouldered young men’s

tuxedo
$ 35.00

Makin’ Whoopee, f. t. with voc.
cho. i
I ’m bringing a Red Red Rose, f.t.
No. 4142—Ben Bernie and His
Orch.

and we have the correct things to go with it.

SCHAEFER MUSIC CO.

the sport shop

130 Higgins Ave.

down by the wilma

Phone 2457

MISSOULA
CLUB
For That
Downtown
Lunch

o n VV4

M EET ME A T KELLY’S

Hamburgers
and Beer

Florence Hotel Building
Come in and talk the game over

10

'f

great features in
this improved

eece-lined coat

The Grizzly played on a dance floor instead of a basketball floor in
Bozeman. Even Referee Bobby Morris found difficulty in keeping on
his feet and several times during the game came close to taking the
count

They also state "that if the University had one tall man they would
have a good team IF he was fast and shifty. Maybe five speed mer
chants of the Bobcat type would help. Perhaps we will cooperate with
the H aters from the U and help them have teams in order to play on
terms with the Mines and Interm ountain and other strong teams in the
Grizzly schedule.

and

O f f ic e Su p p l y C o .

The Kaimin wishes to call attention to a mistake in the score in the
Bobcat-Grizzly story printed in the last issue. The final score was 62-18
in favor of the Bobcats.

Here are a few excerpts taken from The Weekly Exponent—State
College paper—“The Missoula papers seem to carry out the hate spirit
of the University in saying th at the Bobcats cry and sneer and sob over
officials decisions during the games and that the Bobcats were lucky
to win over the Phantom Grizzlies but it seems like the Bobcats journ
eyed to Missoula for a practice session after being on edge for a three
game series with the National A. A. U. Champs whom the Golden
Typhoon bested by taking two out of three bouts.”

MODERN STYLES

A Room with A View, f. t.
W atching the Clouds Roll By, f.t.
No. 4145—Wm. Wirges and His
Orch.

Special rates to students.
All makes sold and repaired.
LOCAL UNDERWOOD
AGENT

112 E. Broadway

MOSBY’S
132 N. Higgins
Missoula, Mont.

For Young

BARNETT
OPTICAL CO.

We Stand (or Quality Work and
Service

SEE TH EM A T

“I t Pays to Look Well”

3463—Phone—8463

Phone 2560

JU ST ARRIVED
New Assortment of Lamps
Especially Adapted to
Student Needs

Of H air Trimming Exact the Utmost Artfulness of Professionals
in Executing Their Skill. T hat’s Why the Wise,
and P articular Chooses

More and Better
for
LESS

It Pays.

129 E. Broadway

Lang shooting his punches straight
and McNally crowding-him to hook
both hands to the jaw in murderous
fashion. Then Jim m y’s superiority
showed and he worked on Lang in
a cool and business-like manner,
having the soldier groggy in short
order. The referee soon stopped
the slaughter and gave Jimmy the
battle.
A capacity crowd witnessed the
card. The judges were Fay Clark
of the University, William Wedgewood and the referee.

THE SOUTH SIDE BARBER SHOP

HIGH SCHOOL
CANDY SHOP

BE WISE
About Your Eyes.
Headaches? Strain?
Let a Specialist Examine
Yout Eyes.

SANDWICH SHOP
Opposite the High School
Missoula’s Finest Hamburger
Homemade Pastry
and Chili

and Snoten was out and out cold.
Coyle-Jones.
Deane Jones and Coyle moved
around fa st in the first round. In
the second round Coyle landed and
Deane took the lead, shooting his
left and cocking his right often.
The third round started a t a whirl-'
wind pace. Then Coyle started
one for the body which landed low.
Jones was taken to his corner and
given a m inute to recuperate but
had not fully recovered when action
was resumed. Coyle was cautious
for a moment and then speeded up
to grab the decision. Jones kept
his left working nicely all the way.
The main event started fast, with

“

quality—always a t a saving”

125-127 Higgins

Fabrikoid
Forthe Kitchen
Cheerful, Practical and
Economical
Greatly superior to oil
cloth for every kitchen
purpose. A new process
m a k e s it waterproof,
washable and wear resist
ing. It will not crack,
peel, fade or discolor and
is guaranteed to remain
permanently beautiful

Missoula Hardware
& Plumbing Co.
238 N. Higgins

Phons 8390

Missoula, Mont.

DRESSES
chat offer you the utmoet in
snd in value!

$ 0 .9 0

rT H E R FS more
**• warmth, wear
and a ll-a r o u n d
c o m fo r t in th is
famous Monarch
coat than in any
coat of its kind ever
made!
W onderful qual
ity — expert constr u c tio n . For
work or sport it’s
a coat you’ll be
proud of. Come
in and see it today.

A
Stjdea chosen for their charm
styles d o t are found wherever die women o f
ftdrinn goes—styles suitable for every sort of
d rm -ocrsMnnl

In satins and silk crepes

in

black, hmwns, beige and other important coloo.

fcr Wvmm u Afine* u Jmmon

Look Over Its 10
Qreat Features:
1. L e a t h e r U N D E R SI FRVE
(Patent Applied For)

2. Leather Cuff
3. Leather Pocket Rein
forcem ent
4. Leather Loops
5. Selected Sheep Pelt*
6. Sheep Pelts to O ne
Edge o f Coat
7. E x tra W a rp Sleeve
Lining
& K n it W rister in Cuff
9. Beaverized Collar —
Long in Front
10. Collar Covers Ears

MissodiaMercantm Cq

$ 13-50
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